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Care home operator Allegra Care and fund manager Moorfield Group have completed the
acquisition of two care homes in Cambridgeshire and Suffolk from Alysia Caring.

The purchase was made on behalf of Moorfield Real Estate Fund IV (Moorfield) and adds a further

133 beds to the partnership’s nursing, dementia and care homes portfolio.

The assets comprise Cherry Blossom, an 80-bed home in Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, and 53-bed

Magdalen House in Hadleigh, Suffolk.

This acquisition is the latest for the joint venture between Allegra Care and Moorfield, aimed at

creating an initial £125m portfolio of care homes across the UK. Following this investment, the

partnership now owns seven homes across Hampshire, Cambridge and Suffolk.

The acquisition was supported by Allied Irish Bank as debt provider.

Charles Ferguson Davie, chief investment officer of Moorfield, said: “The acquisition of these two

high-quality homes reflects the partnership’s ongoing intention to expand its ownership of homes in

this region of the UK. The local demographics are supportive of the demand for high-quality nursing,

dementia and care homes and our partnership with Allegra Care is intended to take advantage of our

combined investment and operational expertise to provide exceptional levels of care to the

residents.”

Helen Jones, chief executive of Allegra, added: “We are very pleased to confirm the addition of Cherry

Blossom and Magdalen House to our portfolio. Both are modern, attractive, warm homes with good

reputations and strong standards of service. We welcome our new colleagues to the Allegra Care

team. We thank our due diligence partners for their efforts. The acquisition was a tremendous end to

2021 for Allegra Care.”

Allegra Care and Moorfield were advised by Cushman & Wakefield, CBRE, BCLP and Menzies. The

seller was advised by Freeths and Freemans. Halo Care acted as the selling agent.
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Lovell Partnerships chosen for Suffolk County
Council’s £700m resi joint venture
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Suffolk County Council has agreed to join forces with Lovell
Partnerships to form a property development alliance to build nearly
3,000 homes.
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Logicor raises £1.25bn in bond market
14 Jan 22

Logicor has raised €1.5bn (£1.25bn) in the bond market, including an
inaugural €500m ‘green bond’.
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Amazon hires Hammerson’s head of leasing as
part of physical shop rollout
14 Jan 22

Amazon has hired Hammerson’s interim head of leasing as the online
retailer looks to roll out more physical shops across the UK.
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LandAid is calling on 1,000 property professionals across the country
to “brave one night outside” as part of its annual SleepOut on
Thursday 10 March.
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Google London HQ deal shows London is ‘global
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14 Jan 22

Google’s decision to buy its London HQ in a record £762.5m deal
shows that London is “a global draw for investment”, according to
mayor Sadiq Khan.
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Ellandi appoints chief operating officer
14 Jan 22

Ellandi has appointed David Payling as its chief operating officer.
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